Manti-La Sal National Forest  
Bobby Graves Rge, WL, WS  
350 East Main St.  
Price, Utah  84501

Dear Bobby:

Enclosed are statements showing how charges for the rest-rotation grazing course I conducted for the Uinta National Forest in Provo last August was handled. Also attached are estimates of the cost of the course you requested for Forest Service people in Price, Utah this coming April 15 and 16. The travel period involved in the Provo course was 5 days, August 20-24 inclusive. The cost of the course ($1200.00) however was prorated to the 3 days actually spent in conducting the course --2 days in the field and in the office. Thus both the purchase order and invoice show: 3 days @ $400.00 per day $1200.00

I am showing the estimated cost of the prospective training course in Price two ways - actual expense basis covering the 4 day travel period April 14 - 17 and pro rata basis covering the lecture period only.

I will await word from you about the training course before I make plane reservations. I am tentatively planning to arrive in Salt Lake City at 12:56 PM by Western Airlines #490, Monday April 14, and to ride with someone from your office to Price.

I appreciate your offer to make room reservations for me for April 14, 15 and 16.

Please let me know if you can get me to Salt Lake City by 11:00 to 11:30 AM on April 17. I'd like to catch Western Airline #477 back to San Francisco. It leaves Salt Lake City at 12:10 PM.

Enclosed is a list of equipment I'll need to conduct the course. Will you please get it together.

Sincerely,

A. L. Hormay

Enclosures
ESTIMATED COST OF REST-ROTATION GRAZING COURSE FOR THE MANTI-LA SAL NATIONAL FOREST IN PRICE UTAH APRIL 15 AND 16, 1980

1. Travel period basis (4 days April 14 - 17 incl.)

   Travel
   
   Airplane fare (SF-SLC) $228.00
   Parking, airport 12.50
   Car mileage 4.50

   Meals and lodging
   3 days @ $35.00 105.00

   Fee 3 days @ $200.00 600.00

   Total $950.00

2. Prorata basis (2 days class-room)

   Rest-rotation grazing course
   2 days @ $475.00 $950.00
DATE: February 14, 1980

REPLY TO ATTN OF: Refuge Manager, CMR-NWR, Lewistown, MT

SUBJECT: Meeting with Gus Hormay

TO: All Participants in Grazing Meeting with Gus Hormay

I would like to bring you up to date on our efforts concerning Gus Hormay's proposals on the Nichols Coulee and Telegraph Creek management areas. As you recall, we all left the Lewistown meeting thinking about what could be done to implement Gus' proposals this year, particularly in Nichols Coulee.

We have recently received additional input from BLM and Mike Hedrick has met with the operators of both allotments to discuss the proposals.

We were unable to reach an agreement in Nichols Coulee that would complete livestock use in the first pasture by June 1. The operators just cannot adjust their livestock operation on this short a notice and we can see their point. We do expect that about 80% of the AUM's removed from the first pasture (#4) will be used by June 1 and a large portion of the livestock moved.

We are confident that a workable plan will be completed from the efforts put forth on Nichols Coulee and Telegraph Creek.

If our planning and EIS efforts proceed on the present schedule, we should be able to start meetings in October, 1980 with all affected parties and lay out the FWS goals, objectives, pasture capacities (#3 and #4) and recommendations. I am hopeful that a rest rotation plan can be written and accepted to start implementation in the 1981 grazing season.

If any of you have additional thoughts or comments since the Lewistown meeting, please pass them on to us.

Ralph F. Fries

cc: Robinson Brothers
    Wiederrick Brothers
REPLY TO: 2200 Range Management

February 29, 1980

SUBJECT: Rest-rotation Grazing

TO: Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management, Western States

ATTENTION

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, California 94701.

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationist

Enclosure
February 29, 1980

REPLY TO: 2200 Range Management

SUBJECT: Rest-rotation Grazing

TO: Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management, Western States
ATTENTION: Region 1, Range Management

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Mr. A. L. Hormay
Range Conservationist
Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, California 94701.

A. L. HORMAY

Enclosure

ALHORMAY:n1g
REPLY TO:  2200 Range Management               February 29, 1980

SUBJECT:  Rest-rotation Grazing

TO:  Forest Service and Bureau of Land
     Management, Western States
     ATTENTION:  Region 2, Range and
                 Wildlife Management

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined
in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program
I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple
dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them.
I do not have information on size and specific location on many
of these allotments in my files.  I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose.  They are set up to accommo-
date data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars.
In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc.  In
(5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town
to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

    Pacific Southwest Forest and
    Range Experiment Station
    Post Office Box 245
    Berkeley, CA 94701

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationists

Enclosure

AHORMAY:nlg
REPLY TO: 2200 Range Management  

SUBJECT: Rest-rotation Grazing

TO: Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management, Western States

ATTENTION: Region 3 - Range Management

February 29, 1980

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, California 94701.

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationist

Enclosure
REPLY TO: 2200 Range Management

February 29, 1980

SUBJECT: Rest-rotation Grazing

TO: Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management, Western States

ATTENTION Region 4 - Range Management

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, California 94701.

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationist

Enclosure
REPLY TO: 2200 Range Management

SUBJECT: Rest-rotation Grazing

TO: Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management, Western States

ATTENTION: Region 5 - Range Management

February 29, 1980

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, California 94701.

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationist

Enclosure
I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, California 94701.

A. L. Hormay
Range Conservationist

Enclosure
February 29, 1980
2200 Range Management

USD1, Bureau of Land Management
Federal Office Building
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, CA 95825

ATTN: Division of Resources

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, CA 94701.

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationist

Enclosure
February 29, 1980
2200 Range Management

USDI, Bureau of Land Management
Colorado State Bank Building
1600 Broadway
Denver, CO 80202

ATTN: Division of Resources

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, CA 94701.

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationist

Enclosure
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE
PACIFIC SOUTHWEST FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION
1960 ADDISON STREET POST OFFICE BOX 245
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94701

February 29, 1980
2200 Range Management

USDI, Bureau of Land Management
5500 West Forth Street
Post Office Box 042
Boise, ID 83724

ATTN: Division of Resources

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, CA 94701.

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationist

Enclosure
February 29, 1980
2200 Range Management

USDI, Bureau of Land Management
111 N. 32nd Street
Post Office Box 30157
Billings, MT 59107

ATTN: Division of Resources

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, CA 94701.

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationist

Enclosure
February 29, 1980
2200 Range Management

USDI, Bureau of Land Management
300 Booth Street
Reno, NV 89509

ATTENTION: Division of Resources

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, CA 94701.

A. L. HORNAY
Range Conservationist
Enclosure
February 29, 1980
2200 Range Management

USD, Bureau of Land Management
Federal Building
Post Office Box 1449
Santa Fe, NM 87501

ATTN: Division of Resources

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, CA 94701.

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationist

Enclosure
I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, CA 94701.

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationist

Enclosure

Districts
✓ Baker
✓ Burns
✓ Lakeview
✓ Prineville
✓ Vale
February 29, 1980
2200 Range Management

USDI, Bureau of Land Management
University Club Building
136 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

ATTN: Division of Resources

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, CA 94701.

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationist

Enclosure
February 29, 1980
2200 Range Management

USDI, Bureau of Land Management
2515 Warren Avenue
Post Office Box 1828
Cheyenne, WY 82001

ATTENTION: Division of Resources

I am rounding up information on the grazing allotments I examined in the field in connection with the rest-rotation grazing program I have carried on in the western states since 1951.

I would like to show the location of these allotments on a simple dot map, and to determine the total acreage encompassed by them. I do not have information on size and specific location on many of these allotments in my files. I hope you can supply it.

Enclosed are forms for the purpose. They are set up to accommodate data from the Forest Service and the Bureau.

Information is needed in the spaces marked by the orange bars. In column (4) enter direction simply as N, NE, E, SE, etc. In (5) enter estimated airline distance from the center of town to the center of the allotment.

I hope you will not find this too big a job.

Please send the completed forms to me at:

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
Post Office Box 245
Berkeley, CA 94701.

A. L. HORMAY
Range Conservationist

Enclosure

Districts
✓ Casper
✓ Pinedale
✓ Rock Springs
✓ Worland